TOWARDS INTEGRAL ECOLOGY
WITH THE LAUDATO SI’ ACTION PLATFORM

Online forum for parishes - Implementing Laudato Si'
Jacqui Remond, Joint Coordinator Ecology Taskforce, Vatican COVID-19
Commission, Co-Founder Laudato Si’ Movement

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Today I am speaking on Cammeraygal Country where the Australian Catholic University sits in North Sydney. I
acknowledge the traditional owners and custodians of this land whose sovereignty was never ceded. I acknowledge the
knowledge, cultural wisdom, spirituality and regenerative practices of the Cammeraygal people of this land and their
elders, past, present and future. I offer this presentation as a way to live respectfully and honour beauty in this place.

The Laudato Si’ Movement serves the Church and Catholic
organizations to Inspire and mobilize the Catholic community to care
for the common home and achieve climate & ecological justice
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Laudato Si’ is a call to a shift in Worldview from…

Laudato Si’ Action Platform
“Preparing the Future” Together

“All of us can cooperate as instruments of God for the care of creation, each
according to his or her own culture, experience, involvements and talents.”
(Laudato Si’, 14)

Pope Francis’ appeal
“With the Encyclical Laudato Si’, issued in 2015, I invited all
people of good will to take care of the Earth, which is our
common home. The current pandemic has brought to light in an
even stronger way the cry of the Earth and that of the poor
who suffer most the consequences, highlighting that everything
is interconnected and interdependent and that our health is
not separated from the health of the environment in which we
live.
It is for this reason that we need a new ecological approach…
Let us take care of our mother Earth; let us overcome the
temptation of selfishness that makes us predators of resources;
let us cultivate respect for the gifts of the Earth and creation; let
us inaugurate a lifestyle and a society that is sustainable: we
have the opportunity to prepare a better tomorrow for all.
From God's hands we have received a garden, we cannot leave
a desert to our children.
Working together, only in this way we will be able to create
the future we want: a more inclusive, fraternal, peaceful and
sustainable world. There is hope. We can all cooperate, each
with his/ her own culture and experience, each one with his/ her
own initiatives and capacities, so that our mother Earth may be
restored to her original beauty and creation may once again
shine according to God’s plan.”

Why was the LSAP launched?
The aim of the Laudato Si’ Action Platform is to listen and respond to the cry of the Earth, the cry of the poor and
the cry of our children and future generations.

Our prayer and dream is to initiate ‘a people’s movement from the ground-up’ that can really bring about the radical
change needed given the urgency of the crisis of our common home…
We hope to create the critical mass needed for societal transformation.

Why was the LSAP launched?
The moment is NOW
• Post-covid/ recovery plans;
Critical mass
Community of change: the 25%
revolution
Change begins with us
“If we leave it only to the people, it
will be too little; if we leave it only to
policy, it will be too late…”

• 2022 political opportunities;
• Decade of transformation

What is the Laudato Si’ Action Platform?
The Laudato Si’ Action Platform (LSAP) is an
action-oriented 7-year ecological conversion journey
in the spirit of integral ecology intended to support
and empower families, communities and institutions to
achieve total sustainability.
It is the fruit of a unique collaboration with all people
of good will.

The Laudato Si’ Goals
Actions are guided by seven cross-cutting
Laudato Si’ Goals, each giving us something
concrete to aim for as we grow into a new future
together, encompassing the breadth and depth
of integral ecology.
The LSGs focus on redefining and
re-energising our relationships with each
other and our common home, bringing a
holistic approach and calling for a spiritual and
cultural revolution to realize integral ecology.

The Laudato Si’ Goals
Response to the Cry of the Earth is a call to equitably
address climate change, biodiversity loss and
ecological sustainability.

Response to the Cry of the Poor is a call for global
solidarity with special attention given to vulnerable
groups such as indigenous communities, refugees,
migrants and children. It is also a defense of human life
from conception to death and all forms of life on Earth
(non-human and nature).

Ecological Economics acknowledges that the economy
is sub-system of human society, which itself is
embedded within the biosphere - our common home.

More information on the Laudato Si Goals and related actions can be found at:
https://laudatosiactionplatform.org/laudato-si-goals/

Adoption of Sustainable Lifestyles is grounded in
the idea of sufficiency (living with just enough and
not excess) to ensure a good life for all.

Ecological Spirituality encourages greater contact
and connections with the natural world in the spirit
of wonder, praise, joy, happiness and gratitude.

Ecological Education refers to the need to re-think
and re-design curricular and institutional reform in
the spirit of integral ecology to foster ecological
awareness and action.

Community Resilience and Empowerment
envisage a synodal journey of community
engagement and participatory action at various
levels.

Sectors served by the Platform

The Laudato Si’ Action Platform is
designed for seven sectors and is
dedicated to serving local communities
on their journey towards integral ecology
through actions based on local
knowledge and local realities.

Health and
healing sector

How do we develop the LSAP? Synodal pathways
The LSAP takes a “ground-up” approach, gratefully drawing on the
wisdom of a diverse community to create a common framework.
The LSAP is a synodal process with organizations and
individuals from around the world walking together to
shape the development of the platform.
Members of the Global Steering Board, of Working
Groups organized by sector leaders and experts, with
richly diverse perspectives help to ensure that the
platform’s shared global framework meets the needs
of local communities and have made precious
contributions to both the overall model of the platform
and the content in detail.
More information on the organizations and individual are available at
this link: https://laudatosiactionplatform.org/community/

Steering
Board

Working
Groups

Experts

What is the role of the Steering Board?
The Steering Board is an inclusive space where the organizations participating have a mutual responsibility to support each
other. Foundational to the role of the Steering Board are the key concepts of dialogue and walking together.

Overall point of
reference

Guide

Point of contact

The Steering Board serves as
an overall point of reference
for the LSAP, offering honest
feedback and ongoing
guidance

We attend biweekly meetings to
guide the development of the
platform, providing perspective from
their position at the intersection of
global and local networks

We serve as a point of
contact with others in their
networks, facilitating
coordination and sharing of
ideas

Working Groups

We serve on working
groups and establish
Regional Assemblies

For the list of organizations serving on the Steering Board please refer to: https://laudatosiactionplatform.org/community/

What is the role of the Working Groups?
WORKING GROUPS

LEAD MEMBERS

MEMBERS

• Working groups are divided into
sectors

• Within each working group, there is
one lead member organisation and
a nucleus of co-leaders

• Each working group has multiple
group participants

• Develop measurable targets that
will make up an important part of
the platform

• We attend biweekly coordinating
calls

• Serve as a sounding board and
offer guidance and expertise
where needed

• Assign one staff person who is
able to contribute 3-5 hours per
week to this project

• Collaborate across sectors and
regions

• Coordinate input from working
group participants in the sector and
region

• Attend coordinating calls with
their lead member and co-leaders
• Assign one staff person who is
able to contribute 1-2 hours per
week to this project
• Deliver input to the lead member
and co-leaders in the sector

• Provide ongoing support to
LSAP participants, as able

For the list of working group participants please refer to: https://laudatosiactionplatform.org/community/

Pillars of the Platform
The LSAP is based on three pillars that support progress towards the Laudato Si’ Goals.
Communities are welcome to use any or all elements as best suits their needs.

Community
Building

Resource
Sharing

Laudato Si’
Action Plans

You will notice these are freely available on the Laudato Si’ Action Platform website.

Community Building
-

A strong sense of community is
essential to both our faith and to
progress towards Integral
Ecology espoused in Laudato Si’.

-

The platform creates
opportunities to connect directly
with communities around the
world. It also provides resources
to build community locally.

-

Inspiring stories of people who
are taking action will be shared.
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Resource Sharing
-

A library of resources provides
practical, concrete guidance on
ways to take action. The resource
library links to the existing programs
and initiatives of partner organizations,
directing new audiences to good
work that is already being done.

-

Webinars on actions and events,
hosted in collaboration with
partners, will further elevate their
good work.

-

Everyone is encouraged to support
with and contribute to the collection of
resources.

Laudato Si’ Action Plans
-The platform provides Laudato Si’
Planning Guides for communities to
create their own Laudato Si’ Action
Plans.
-The Planning Guides cultivate a
process-oriented approach that
responds to communities’ charism and
mission.
-The Planning Guides include
suggested actions and transparent
tracking to help communities make
clear progress towards the holistic
Laudato Si’ Goals.

Laudato Si’ Planning Guides
The Laudato Si’ Action Platform provides guides for communities to create their own
Laudato Si’ Action Plans.
These planning guides are intended to be a helpful resource to communities to benefit
from the structure and guidance offered.
Communities are free to use the planning guides in the way that works best for them.
The planning guides are available when a commitment is made to enroll in the LSAP, and
you begin your journey.

Discernment
Cultivating fraternity and welcoming the
guidance of the Holy Spirit is essential.
Before committing to developing Laudato
Si’ Action Plans, communities are invited to
discern together and to continue this
discernment process throughout the
journey.
The platform offers an optional suggested
discernment process.
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Suggested phases
The Laudato Si’ Planning Guides propose
that communities include three stages in
their plans: Reflect, Act, Evaluate, helping to
cultivate ecological-conversion and to
develop a vibrant Laudato Si’ culture.

Reflect

Act
Evaluate

Ideally, communities experience these stages
at least once as part of your annual cycle.

Celebration of the achievements will be
carried out throughout all of the phase!

Laudato Si’ Planning Guides
Reflect: Suggested Steps
Communities will be invited to:

●

●
●

Reflect on how the Laudato Si’ Goals are connected with the
community’s values and mission. The reflection will be shared
publicly via the platform to inspire others.
Develop or strengthen processes you use to reflect, act and
evaluate.
Celebrate your progress!

Laudato Si’ Planning Guides
Act: Suggested Steps
Communities are invited to:
● Review a list of suggested actions. These actions have been
collaboratively designed to enable significant progress towards
each Laudato Si’ Goal. Communities of the respective sectors can
see actions that are tailored to their needs, based on their region
and sector. We hope this is helpful for communities that are seeking
direction.
● Choose the actions that are best for your community. Most actions
are linked to a related resource from a partner organization,
offering practical guidance to communities that are seeking support.
● Celebrate your progress!
Note: if your community is already enrolled in another program or wishes to
use another list of actions, you are completely free to do so.

Laudato Si’ Planning Guides
Evaluate: Suggested Steps
Communities will be invited to:
● Share information about the actions they have taken each year. The
platform’s technology converts this information into outcomes in
greenhouse gas emissions, education, economy, etc., creating a
personalized progress tracker that is easy to see and understand.
Communities are able to compare with others in your region and
sector, enabling you to benchmark progress if you wish.
● Celebrate your progress!
● Reflect on how this work has strengthened the life of the community
and create a new plan of action for the next years…
Note: completing the annual data survey would be the only requirement to
remain enrolled in the program.

What happens now?
-

-

-

Promotion and Enrollment: the aim of the LSAP is to involve as many people as possible in the enrollment process,
making the platform known worldwide. A series of webinars will be hosted in collaboration with partners and Working
Group leaders. There is also a Laudato Si’ Movie being prepared (expected to be released in September/October
2022) which will certainly boost the LSAP campaign.
Internal Evaluation of the LSAP process so far: Currently we are undergoing an internal evaluation of the journey
of the LSAP process so far, involving the Steering Board and Working Group members. The evaluation exercise will
seek to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the LSAP process and explore strategies to keep improving.
LSAP Continental and National Assemblies: In order to continue engaging people from the bottom up, we are
currently working to create Regional LSAP Assemblies. Each country/continent assembly will hold meetings and
implement specific strategies based on local needs. This will be facilitated by the language homogeneity, local time,
internet accessibility, types of resources available in the country, among other particularities.
Integration with the Synodal Journey of the Church: LSAP is a synodal journey towards integral ecology in action.
In this regard a meeting has been already held between the Ecology Sector of the Dicastery and the General
Secretariat of the Synod of Bishops (led by Sr Nathalie Becquar, the Under Secretary). The aim of the meeting was to
discern how to best integrate these two journeys in the Church, so as one can benefit the other.

Timeline

Continental and National Assemblies

Welcome
to this Spirit-led journey...

More information about the Laudato Si’ Action Platform is available at:
LaudatoSiActionPlatform.org
Visit also the official Laudato Si’ Website:
https://www.laudatosi.va/it.html

